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In the high desert, artist Taylor Elyse 
Compton is hand-poking tattoos.
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ON TREND

The sun is just beginning to drop toward the horizon when 
Taylor Elyse Compton meets me at the front of  her Yucca Valley 
studio. Located in a collective that includes floral stylist The 
Bloomin Gypsy, it’s a maze of  green plants and macramé before 
her doors swing open amid dried roses. 

Right away, she gets to work on my tattoo design with a pencil. 
What emerges is exactly what I envisioned.

Compton is one of  a growing group of  tattoo artists using the 
hand-poke method, in which ink is individually stuck into the skin, 
dot by dot. A School of  the Art Institute of  Chicago graduate, she 
dabbled in micro-blading and fashion (she created a knitwear line, 
Rustic Threads) before beginning to tattoo regularly last year.

“I like serving people,” Compton says while carefully aligning 
the finished stencil to my wrist. “That fills me up more with 
purpose and satisfaction than just being in my studio and drawing, 
or making things for myself. ... Making artwork for people that is 
literally going to be with them until they die.”

Drawn to celestial themes, Compton’s aesthetic is delicate 
and ethereal. Above her desk is a stencil of  an intricate 
chrysanthemum and framed female figures line the walls. 
Desiring to “put a face to a feminine entity that [is] holding space 
for all of  us,” she refers to them as “spirit guides,” available as 
tattoos and art pieces. (One is branded by cult favorite Spirit 
Weavers Gathering.)

Compton opened her studio last November, after an 
anonymous local reported her pop-up sessions to the health 
department. (Now, she’s “glad” they did because it prompted 
her to commit to the space). It’s cozy and bohemian, with fresh 
flowers everywhere – not what you’d expect in this industry. 

When I ask Compton about the pain, she assures me that hand-
poking is “not as abrasive.” A few minutes in, I know she’s right. 

As she works, I ask if  she’d ever go the more traditional route 
and pick up a tattoo gun. She says she’d be open to learning but, 
ultimately, would pick one method or the other. There seems to 
be a stigma surrounding stick-and-poke artists, she explains: Most 

don’t go through the extensive apprenticeship traditionally done in 
old-school shops. 

“Part of  me hopes maybe something like that will come into 
my life,” Compton says. “I can always be better. That’s just not 
what happened. I wasn’t going to not do it because it didn’t 
happen that way.” These days, she’s inspired by artists including 
Tati Compton, Lauren Napolitano and Tea Leigh. 

Toward the end of  my session, she starts to cluster tiny dots 
for shading, while I nearly drift off to sleep under warm light to 
the sound of  soft grooves. “It means a lot to me for people to 
love their tattoos, and to feel that same love,” Compton explains, 
wiping away excess ink from my wrist. It’s why she named the 
studio Love Always. “I really understand the gravity of  that, too.” 

When we’re finished, a rising sun bursts forth from my wrist. 
With perfectly straight lines, the dots create a texture I never knew 
I craved on my skin. Compton says stick-and-pokes last just as long 
as traditional tattoos, though she offers free touchups to clients 
who need it. It’s clear a few weeks later, however, that I don’t. 

Now, the tattoo remains a reminder of  the light I’ve found here 
in the desert – in the land, in the sky and in women like Taylor, 
leaving an indellible mark on our little corner of  the world. 

GET A TATTOO
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT WITH 

TAYLOR ELYSE COMPTON. 

lovetaylorelyse.com

lovetaylorelyse@gmail.com

Instagram: @lovetaylorelyse
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